INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR

Various Perspectives on Disabilities

17 – 19 OCTOBER 2012, PARIS
Town Hall of the 17th arrondissement, Paris

Wednesday, 17 October:

Morning: Ethics in the accompaniment of disability

9:00 – 9:30am: Seminar welcome

9:30 – 10:45am: Conferences: Ethics and the social bond? Disability as viewed by others
- For an ethic of shared freedom: Dr. Elisabeth Zucman - Honorary President of the Groupe Polyhandicap France
- Disability and Jewish Ethics: Gilles Bernheim – France Chief Rabbi
- What are the ethics for professionals treating disabled people?: Prof. Antoine Lazarus, professor of public health and social health
- Prof. Arnold Munnich

10:45 – 11:15am: Coffee break

11:15am – 12:30pm: Workshops
- Implementing a policy of good treatment: Sophie Kharouby – Director of the Robert Job Day Care, OSE and Dr. Elisabeth Zucman
- Emotional and sexual life: what place to make for desire with disabled people?: Eric Ghozlan – Director of Youth Department, OSE; Isabelle Bueso – Rothschild Foundation; Benoît Félix – public health nurse, CRIPS
- Ethics and law or ethics against laws, how to balance individual morality and litigiousness? : Michel Caen – Director of the Raphaël Center, OSE

12:30 – 2:00pm: Lunch
Afternoon: Disability and the contribution of artistic creation for social insertion

2:00 – 3:30pm: Conferences

- What place does art have for ESAT (Employment support for disabled people): Philippe Duban – Director of the ESAT Turbulences
- CEAH – Art brut and disability: Viviane Condat – Director of the Panoyaux Centers
- Film CAJ on the exhibition “Ballade en France” with CD (introduction by Sophie Kharouby)
- Access to culture and leisure: Véronique Dubarry - Deputy Mayor of Paris, in charge of Disabilities

3:30 – 4:00pm: Coffee break

4:00 – 5:15pm: Workshops

- OMNI: an unidentified musical object so that everyone can make his own music: Patrice Moullet – compositor, creator of musical instruments and Amélie Sauret – educator at the Raphaël Center, OSE
- Wall of laughter: Nicolas Favreau - journalist
- Magic workshop and rehabilitation of hemiplegic people, a British experiment: Yvonne Farquharson – performing arts manager and Dr Dido Green (Guy’s & St Thomas’ Charity, London, UK)

5:15 – 6:00pm: End of the first day with a show by ESAT Turbulences

Thursday 18 October:

Morning: Life journey: from screening to accompaniment at end of life

9:30 – 10:45am: Conferences: Desired and chosen life trajectories

- Disability for a child and his family: calamity or restriction of possibilities?: Dr. Roger Salbreux – child psychiatrist
- Zoia Kolton: Adain Lo (Saint Petersburg)
- Dr. Guy Gozlan – psychiatrist
- Ageing and handicap: Isabelle Bueso, Rothschild Foundation

10:45 – 11:00am: Coffee break

11:00am – 12:15pm: Workshops

- Children: protect them to make them free: Eric Ghozlan – Director of the Childhood Department, OSE (pavilions for mentally handicapped children)
• Teenagers, assume your difference: Dr Ruben Smadja – Director of the CMPP, OSE
• Professional life, the activity of work for everybody: Stéphane Pouillot Director of the Jules and Marcelle Levy ESAT (Centre and Aid through Work Service), OSE; Pierre Dromard; Thierry Beulné, Director of the ESAT of AFASER Aubervilliers
• Aging disabled people, a newly committed host project: Michèle Heymann, Director of the Foyer Brunswic, Foundation Casip-Cojasor
• Elderly people, don’t give up: Marc Cohen; Director of the Prevention, Health, Autonomy Department, OSE

12:15 – 1:45pm: Lunch

**Afternoon: Accompany and/or heal: perspectives for the future**

1:45 – 3:30pm: *Conferences*

• Annie Blum, former director of CELEM (Education Center for hearing impaired children
• Scientific dimension of treating Alzheimer’s : Prof. Amos Korczyn, professor of neurology, Tel Aviv University, Israel
• What is the future for the treatment and care of physically disabled people?: Dr Patrick Chaltiel – psychiatrist

3:30 – 4:00 pm: Coffee break

4:00 – 5:00pm: Perspectives of international cooperation

**Round table with international guests**

• Hesed
• City of SPb
• Representative from Germany
• Norwood
• Chamah

**Friday 19 October: Visit of various institutions**

9:30am – 3:00pm

CAJ
ESAT (and lunch)
Visit the MAS, meet with teams